
The Practice To Buy Instagram Followers Hits
Actors, Webmasters, Journalist And
Photographers

Instagram now has 150 million

monthly active users. Is your

business taking advantage of this

social media platform?

ORLANDO, FL, USA, September 11, 2013

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Far from slowing, sites where any

business or person can buy Instagram followers seems

to be taking off just like Twitter and Facebook. The

market is also becoming more sophisticated. In many

cases, high-quality Instagram followers are nearly

impossible to discern.

It sounds like a fairy tale but it's true and apparently it

has been going on for quite a while. Nowadays is

possible for anyone to buy Instagram followers and have

them delivered in most cases in less than 48 hours.

Apparently, the practice of purchasing followers, likes,

votes, etc, for different social media networks is very

used and well known by celebrities, music bands,

bloggers and webmasters to search engine optimize

their clients webpages.

Instagram, the online photo and video-sharing social networking service that enables its users to

take pictures and videos, and share them on a variety of social networking services, such as

Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr and Flickr has recently reached over 150 million monthly active users

making businesses all over the world get involved in this unique platform. 

"Whether it’s documenting protests in Egypt, sharing the trip of a lifetime across the United

States or snapping #petselfiez, this community continues to surprise us every day with your

creativity, sense of adventure and unique perspectives on the world," Instagram said in a

statement announcing the new statistics on Sunday. 

Breaking into the big leagues is difficult for any independent author, musician, or filmmaker, but

new social media strategies have started to level the playing field and sites like

www.SocialMediaCombo.com have been offering affordable, high tech social media services to

big, medium and small size businesses using complex algorithms to attract Instagram followers,

Facebook fans and YouTube views to a performer’s site as fast as any million dollar PR firm. 

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://socialmediacombo.com
http://mashable.com/2013/09/08/instagram-150-million-monthly-active-users/
http://www.SocialMediaCombo.com


Social Media Combo is under the wing of AddTwitter-Followers, a world provider of Web 2.0

Business Applications whose main business is helping other businesses thrive online with

Twitter and Instagram followers. Currently, they hold a vast network such as the following sites:

BulkSocialPromotion.com, BuyVine-Followers.com, and SocialMedia-Combo.com. These sites

were created to help internet marketers and entrepreneurs on the internet become more

competitive and to improve their online presence and credibility to their market.

“The demand that brands and people have to buy Instagram followers and buy Twitter followers

from our different sites is and has been more than we expected. At the beginning, we were

unsure whether or not these social media services would be needed, but after almost 2 years

and a half, here we are, still getting as many Twitter and Instagram orders as fast as we can

process” mentioned the company's sales director, Susan Soltrelly. 

If in some unfortunate case, one is dissatisfied with their services of buy Instagram followers, a

full refund is guaranteed through Paypal. There are various packages of Instagram Followers that

can be purchased at different price ranges. The most economic package is 500 Instagram

followers for $15 dollars, the highest package is 20,000 for $300 dollars, which is highly

reasonable.

In addition to helping new online marketers, musicians, and bloggers make a big impression

online, Social Media Combo has one of the best social networking blog sites for those who would

rather learn and grow their social media platforms on their own. "Our blog shares plenty of tips

and techniques to keep you updated on social media platforms, but for the real experience of

top quality, effective promotion, we can help you really get the ball rolling in your favor fast,”

added Imel Seda, CEO and founder of AddTwitter-Followers.com.

SocialMediaCombo.Com is comprised of more than 25 technicians and computer “geeks” who

pride themselves on being first rate in the world of social media traffic generation. For more

information about Social Media Combo, and how to order their social media services to help

generate interest in your ebook, new service or product, music or film, visit their website at

http://socialmediacombo.com.
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/167164167

EIN Presswire's priority is source transparency. We do not allow opaque clients, and our editors

try to be careful about weeding out false and misleading content. As a user, if you see something
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we have missed, please do bring it to our attention. Your help is welcome. EIN Presswire,

Everyone's Internet News Presswire™, tries to define some of the boundaries that are reasonable

in today's world. Please see our Editorial Guidelines for more information.
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